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Each year, millions of American workers develop health problems that may temporarily or permanently remove them from the workforce. Although most are able to work again after a brief recovery period, in approximately 10% of cases, workers incur injuries or illnesses severe enough to lead to prolonged or permanent withdrawal from the workforce. These conditions are both work- and nonwork related—and range from injuries in the workplace to illnesses such as cancer, heart disease, and diabetes. Although these illnesses may not be related to a person’s job, they nonetheless impact workers’ ability to function effectively in everyday life.

Functional impairment related to injury or illness is a condition in which individuals may have a loss of physical ability, limitations on their day-to-day living activities, or restrictions on their societal interactions. People who are functionally impaired often have a multidimensional condition, the collective impact of which is much greater than physical impairment alone. Those who are functionally impaired may not be able to drive, cook for themselves, or keep up with finances, household care, and other personal daily activities. In addition, there is the intangible, yet powerful harm to the nation’s societal fabric that occurs when individuals become isolated from their family, church, friends, community organizations, and other societal connectors.

The condition of functional impairment has enormous monetary costs for both individuals and society. For individuals, life disruptions caused by serious illness or injury are compounded by the economic impact of being out of work. Although workers’ compensation and other programs assist injured and ill workers, these programs do not fully cover economic loss and the health care costs brought on by functional impairment, nor can they begin to ameliorate the personal costs and burdens of significant life-disruptions. For society, the loss of functional workers from our economy impacts overall productivity and output while adding to the long-term costs of our national disability benefit programs, such as sick leave, workers’ compensation, short-term disability (STD), long-term disability (LTD), and Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI). The current national cost of providing care for functionally disabled individuals totals some $160 billion, and continues to rise at an unsustainable rate.1,2

Although discussions of functional impairment among workers often focus on the needs of those who are severely disabled, the reality is that the impact of functional impairment is much wider. Vast numbers of Americans of working age have disabilities of some kind that could be more effectively managed, thus reducing their impact on the US health safety-net and economy. By adopting a new preventive strategy aimed at ensuring that workers who suffer some degree of functional impairment do not become severely disabled, the US could begin to decrease the upward curve of overall disability costs.3

At the core of this strategy is a new emphasis on helping patients achieve functional ability as a measure of the overall quality of the health care they receive. New standards and measurements of the functional ability of patients would be closely integrated with current standards and measurements of the clinical processes used during their treatment, providing health care practitioners with a new, more accurate and relevant assessment of individual health.

The challenge in arriving at this new vision for patient care is raising awareness of the role of functional ability as an important measure of health, an idea that is currently underdeveloped, and largely overlooked in traditional US medical care. The current health care system is focused largely on developing and adhering to clinical measures, many of which are related to processes—for example, testing for blood sugar in diabetic individuals—that are justifiable and must be retained if the US is to achieve higher standards of quality care. However, focusing on clinical process measures at the expense of developing functional outcome measures deprives the system of a much-needed gauge of the overall value it delivers.

A functional outcome is defined as maximizing the ability of an individual to function on multiple levels—including physical, cognitive, occupational, and social—after suffering an injury or illness regardless of cause. The US occupational health community, including occupational and environmental medicine (OEM) physicians, has long placed a strong emphasis on measuring functional outcomes as a way to head off disability and maintain productivity, and lower medical costs.4-6

The key to these protocols is placing functional-outcome measures side by side with clinical process measures as priorities in patient care. OEM physicians assist patients in identifying personal functional goals and developing a treatment or management plan that attempts to align the patients’ goals with job requirements. These functional goals are considered vital corollaries to traditional clinical process measures. An increasing body of OEM research supports the effectiveness of this approach.4-5 At the same time, the only US
The movement in leading medical organizations—half of which are state medical societies—has sought to advance value-based care. The fundamental goal is for all physicians, regardless of specialty, to bring an increased focus in care to returning patients to satisfactory functional state—not simply treating their presenting illnesses or injuries.

This paper explores the benefits of integrating functional outcomes with clinical process measures as a basic approach to patient care in the US, while exploring the broad challenges to our health care system that make a transition to this new approach imperative. The paper also examines the connection between medical care and disability, cites research supporting a functionally based approach to health care, and describes a basic path that will make possible a shift of the US health care system toward the integration of functional and clinical process measures for patients.

Although these ideas are aimed at the US health care system, the dynamics of disability and workplace injuries and illnesses are similar throughout the world. The International Labour Organization and World Health Organization both estimate that each year, there are hundreds of millions of accidents and incidents or illness impacting worker productivity globally—and that the devastating toll of chronic disease is touching human populations around the world. The movement toward the integration of functional outcomes as an integral part of medicine has the potential to improve health conditions well beyond the US borders.

HEALTH CARE SYSTEM CHALLENGES THAT FUNCTION-BASED MEDICINE CAN HELP ADDRESS

The effectiveness and sustainability of the US health care system faces a range of serious challenges, but several in particular could be better addressed by placing a greater emphasis on functional outcomes in patient care, including:

- **Spiraling US health care costs, low health-status rankings**
  The US spends more on health care than any other nation, but Americans’ health status ranks below affluent European countries and Canada that spend considerably less. Overall, the US health care system has poorer outcomes in life expectancy and prevalence of chronic health conditions than its peers. In 2014, US national health expenditures grew 5.3% to $3 trillion, or roughly $9525 per person, and accounted for 17.5% of the gross domestic product (GDP)—20% was attributable to Medicare costs and about 16%, or $496 billion, was spent on Medicaid. From 2014 to 2024, national health expenditures are projected to rise at an average annual rate of 5.8%, much higher than the projected GDP growth rate. Research indicates that by focusing on functional outcomes in patient treatment, medical costs can be decreased and the quality of medical outcomes increased.

- **The rising cost of disability**
  In addition to overall national health care expenditures, approximately $60 billion is paid annually from state workers’ compensation programs for job-related injuries or illnesses. In addition to state workers’ compensation, individuals may be eligible for compensation from STD and LTD programs, SSDI and other sources. Therefore, the annual cost of disability benefits paid under these systems exceeds $100 billion annually. In 2014, SSDI paid out disability benefits to more than 10.2 million individuals, 90% of whom were disabled workers.

  As the US population ages, these trends are expected to continue upward and have significant economic impact. In 2014, 3 million nonfatal workplace injuries and illnesses were reported by private industry employers, half of which resulted in days away from work, job transfers, or job restrictions due to some level of disability. In addition to private employers, 722,300 injury and illness cases were reported among approximately 18.3 million US state and local government workers, including those who provide police and fire protection. The continuing rise in disabled workers, accelerating due to the aging Baby Boom generation, will exacerbate the increase in disability compensation and health care costs. One reason for the rise in disability costs is that medical treatment and disability treatment for disabled workers often have no central case-management and no integration of service provision. Adopting a patient-treatment system that incorporates functional outcomes in the approach to care would help address this disconnect.

- **A focus on short-term outcomes in treatment**
  Health care measures of quality often focus on disease-specific care, such as smoking cessation, and disease-specific care processes and condition-specific indicators, which may be geared toward the short-term. Disease-specific outcome measures may be somewhat effective for patients with single diseases or isolated health problems, but for patients who have multiple diseases, health issues, or disabilities, the status of a specific disease will not reflect how multiple treatments and/or lack of coordination of these treatments affect overall health. Leading medical organizations and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the nation’s largest health insurer, have endorsed medical care that is more patient-centered and responsive to individual needs. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health’s Total Worker Health program advocates for a holistic understanding of the factors that contribute to worker well-being by supporting research focused on safety and health protection and promotion in the workplace. A system focused on functional outcomes would, by its holistic and integrative nature, contribute more effectively to accomplishing this goal and achieving long-term results for patients.

- **An overreliance on the fee-for-service medical payment system**
  Fee for service has not proven to be a cost-effective nor value-driven approach to medical care, lacking incentives to encourage providers to focus on return-to-function as a core component of treatment. Although the payment system in the US has recently begun to move away from the fee-for-service model, the performance-based reimbursement models are still heavily reliant on clinical process and laboratory values—lowering incentives for physicians to focus on functional outcomes. Although clinical process measures and laboratory values are supported by evidence showing they improve medical outcomes, they do not directly focus on an individual patient’s final functional results. The functionally focused approach introduces incentives that are clearly compatible with performance-oriented patient-centered care and enables the measurement of outcomes in a way that benefits employers, payers, and patients alike.

The key in moving away from an overreliance on the current fee-for-service system is providing consistent, widely agreed-upon outcome measures that provide clear-cut evidence of value. The current national dialogue about the use of opioids in medical treatment provides...
an example of the tension between process and outcomes—with the discussion increasingly focused on the importance of functional outcomes as the best assessment measure for opioid effectiveness. The recent creation of new strongly outcomes-oriented guidelines and standards for opioid treatment, offered by multiple organizations, is a signal of the importance of creating consistent, agreed-upon, outcome measures to achieve value. If more providers prescribing opioids were focused on similar functional outcomes as their treatment goal, the health system as a whole would be better equipped to reduce opioid abuse.\textsuperscript{20,21}

- **Lack of health care coordination**

One of the most common patient complaints in the current fee-for-service health care system is the lack of coordination among health providers. This view is increasingly held by health professionals as well: In a survey of a representative sample of 36,000 physicians in California, 40\% indicated that health care was not well coordinated across sites and providers.\textsuperscript{22} The survey included doctors from solo, small, medium, and large practice groups. Uncoordinated care and a lack of focus on functional outcomes has contributed directly to a variety of US public health problems, including the recent opioid misuse and abuse crisis.\textsuperscript{22–23}

For example, significant numbers of patients receive redundant prescriptions from multiple care providers, making it more difficult to track proper use of drugs. Prescription drug use and abuse among the elderly is also on the rise, often as a result of the lack of coordination across multiple providers.\textsuperscript{24}

Coordination issues related to the use of electronic medical records have exacerbated the problem. In a system that integrates clinical and functional outcomes, care coordination is essential. If all medical care was focused on the patient’s ability to function on multiple levels—from physical capacity to navigating the daily activities of life—greater patient satisfaction and decreased disability would be anticipated.\textsuperscript{25–27}

In summary, the orientation of much of the current US health care system is not on functional, long-term outcomes and coordinated, patient-centered care. Instead, the system focuses to a large degree on uncoordinated care, putting a priority on treating disease or health-issue specific conditions, prompting rising costs and missing the opportunity to better address the increasing incidence of chronic disease and its sequelae.

### SHIFTING MEDICAL PRACTICE TOWARD A FOCUS ON FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES

Although a large number of “quality measures” are incentivized by Medicare, a minority of these measures evaluate the patient’s ability to function in everyday life. Functional outcomes are not commonly used in the overall health care system and are not part of the required elements for medical treatment-reports.

This is not the case in some sectors of the health care system. For example, in peer-reviewed medical research studies for treatment of musculoskeletal and other conditions, the results of functional measures are a critical component.\textsuperscript{28} Similarly, in the assessment of multiple sclerosis patients, clinicians use both physical and cognitive function in assessing outcomes.\textsuperscript{29} Functional outcome measures are also starting to emerge in other areas of health care as evidenced by the work of the American College of Cardiology College Foundation and the American Heart Association in conjunction with the American Medical Association Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement to develop performance measure for diagnosis, treatment, and outcomes—including functional outcomes—of patients with heart failure.\textsuperscript{30} The International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement is developing outcomes for several medical circumstances, including prostate surgery, low-back pain, muscular degeneration, and lung cancer.\textsuperscript{31}

How can these trends be magnified and leveraged to shift medical practice toward a wider adoption of functional outcomes as a core component of care? One place to start is with the nation’s workers’ compensation system which is currently the only insurance model that focuses on both medical care and reduction of disability and integrates clinical process measures and functional outcomes in its approach to patient treatment. The workers’ compensation model offers valuable structural features that could help the US build a more effective, function-oriented approach to patient treatment.

Functional outcomes are typically defined in relation to a patient’s ability to work and live effectively and efficiently to the fullest capacity. In many cases, OEM physicians are retained by the workers’ compensation system to address work-related illnesses and injuries and to assist those with impairments achieve a medically acceptable work position. When addressing workers’ compensation patients, the OEM physician assists the patient in developing a treatment or management plan that attempts to align the patient’s medical goals with his or her job requirements, as well as the patient’s ability to be fully engaged in society. The functionally based medical and behavioral treatment plans that are typically used in the process are based on scientific evidence that has demonstrated that adherence to these plans results in a significant improvement in the individual’s ability to perform normal physical acts, such as lifting, longer tolerance for sitting, standing, or walking and, depending on the extent of injury or illness, the performance of cognitive tasks.

A number of research articles attest to the success of integrating the key principles of “early return to activity” and “early return to work” into medical treatment—both key concepts in the approach to patient care utilized by the workers’ compensation system and OEM practitioners.\textsuperscript{32–38} The American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (ACOEM) has captured much of the scientific backing for functionally based treatment and RTW in the clinical guidelines it has developed over the last 2 decades.\textsuperscript{7} The main tenet of these guidelines is to teach providers to focus on return to function, activity and work using a model of integrated care and setting expectations.

Research shows that states which adopted functional-guideline concepts, such as those in ACOEM’s Practice Guidelines, have seen significant improvement in reducing medical costs and returning individuals to function and work. An example is Colorado, which has served in recent years as a testing ground for functionally oriented guidelines. Colorado formally educates physicians on how to incorporate functionally based treatment and RTW into their everyday clinical practices, and these physicians are compensated by the state for following and documenting these principles. After the principles of functionally based treatment and RTW were more widely taught in the state, Colorado experienced a significant and continued decrease in disability rates and medical costs, in its workers’ compensation system compared with national levels.\textsuperscript{4} Various other institutions are also beginning to view functionally based treatment and RTW in a new light. For example, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality acknowledged the importance of a focus on RTW with its formulation of the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ low back pain pay-for-performance elements.\textsuperscript{29}

A growing list of studies has also proven that these skills, when incorporated into institutional programs aimed at returning function to workers, can save medical costs and decrease disability. A good example is Navistar, which implemented a health and productivity management
strategy in 2000 focusing on primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention. The overall threefold objective of the program was to 1) maintain and/or improve the health of the individual; 2) manage and reduce the impact of health costs on the organization; and 3) maximize the health benefits for employees. A study was conducted on the overall costs to Navistar for employee health benefits from 2001 to 2009. The study found that total direct costs—driven by transactions that employees have with the health care system—decreased by 16%. After adjustment for other factors, the drop remained significant at 8.5% or $426 per employee. In addition, the average work limitation, the annual average number of absentee hours, and the annualized rates for workers’ compensation and STD and LTD recorded drops that were highly significant when adjusted by relevant research factors.

Another example is the University of California (UC), which launched a program in 2012 aimed at reducing its disability costs—2011 data from the UC Los Angeles campus showed that 4181 of its employees had multiple workers’ compensation claims (15,944 injuries). Of these employees, 968 (23%) had filed five or more claims, and 223 (5%) had filed 10 or more claims.

In an effort to address workers’ compensation costs and reduce multiple claims, UC launched WorkStrong, a program to lower employee health risks such as smoking, obesity, poor nutrition, and lack of exercise. Employees selected for the program partake in a variety of behavior modification activities, ranging from life coaching to smoking cessation, and other wellness services, including personal fitness coaching. A typical program includes 12 to 22 personal training sessions, 6 to 10 consultations with a dietician, and a 6-month gym membership. This focus on function resulted in a decline of 29% in actual versus projected workers’ compensation claims, based on prior experience for the population in the program (Fig. 1).

Participation studies and analysis of patient health data indicate that WorkStrong enrollees have reaped a wide range of benefits from the program—physical, mental, and spiritual—and that it has improved overall function at the same time it has reduced disability costs.

CHANGING HEARTS AND MINDS: HOW TO TRANSITION PHYSICIANS TO A SYSTEM INTEGRATING CLINICAL PROCESS MEASURES WITH FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES

A fundamental truth about the enhancement of functional ability is that it can have a greater impact on a patient’s quality of life than diagnosis and treatment alone. Even when some permanent limitations remain after diagnosis and treatment of a serious condition, health providers that focus on functional outcomes are more likely to have success in returning patients to work and to resuming normal life activities. This key realization is firmly embedded in the principles of OEM, and is a common driver in medical treatment in the workers’ compensation system. But to date, it has not been comprehensively adopted by the wider medical community.

Although OEM has been a leader in promoting physical function as a measure of treatment success, the larger practice of general medicine in the US has only recently begun to consider physical function into their curricula. One of the most important steps in integrating clinical process measures and functional outcomes as an approach to treatment in the US will be facilitating physician adoption of this philosophy—which must begin with medical schools—most of which have not integrated the evaluation of function into their curricula.

A 2006 ACOEM report on work disability addressed the failure of the medical school curriculum to train all physicians in disability prevention and management, and called for the education of “all treating physicians in basic disability prevention and management.” To help encourage adoption of functional approaches by currently practicing physicians, ACOEM has recommended that reimbursements and incentives should be made available to trained physicians, that functionally based treatment guidelines should be more aggressively promoted and disseminated, and that training curriculums in functionally based treatment should be expanded by physician organizations.

Although some specialty organizations, including the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons, have expanded access to courses on disability-related topics, and some workers’ compensation
health care provider-networks now require training in disability prevention, a more wide-reaching effort is needed to raise the visibility of this new approach—and to begin training a new generation of health care practitioners in its tenets. To ensure consistency as quality of education expands, it will be important to reach consensus on how best to use existing tools and methodologies for measuring functional outcomes, along with new standards and updated guidelines. Many tools are available within the OEM/workers’ compensation community, but these will need to be modified to ensure they can be feasibly used by a wider group of stakeholders.

A second critical pathway to adoption of a functionally based treatment approach in the US is the alignment of the medical community with the payer community. Functionally based strategies will succeed only if spending on disability prevention is considered a priority rather than discretionary and only if incentives are realigned. Employers and disability insurers are currently not held responsible for helping people stay healthy and employed and are often able to shift the benefit costs of employees that have significant medical issues to public programs such as Medicare and SSDI, which, due to their benefit design and administrative procedures, frequently create disincentives to healing and healthful behavior.

In addition to aligning health care providers and payers, visibility and adoption of this concept by the employer community is essential to its success. Innovators such as Navistar and UCLA have proven that comprehensive disability management, integrated with clinical care, yields impressive benefits. Disease management, evidence-based quality care management and ROI of disability prevention can limit the destructive and disruptive impact of serious medical conditions on worker productivity—providing measurable bottom-line enhancements for employers.

It is predicted that the US medical student population will have grown by nearly 60% between 2002 and 2020. And, to address this growth, 30 new medical schools are already established. In the face of these trends, it is important to ensure that the next generation of physicians is educated about functional outcomes.

Finally, functionally based care will also need to be more widely understood by policy makers and economists if it is to be widely adopted. In a 2008 paper, leading OEM practitioners suggested that disability management and functionally based treatment could have a profound impact on the nation’s economy, noting that improving the health and function of workers and returning them to work will “preserve employability and help relieve the strain on the federal programs such as Medicaid and SSDI.” Beyond its benefits for patients, treatment based on functional outcomes has been increasingly linked to better productivity. According to ACOEM, strengthens the overall competitiveness of the US in the global marketplace and advances beneficial societal outcomes.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To further the use of functional outcomes in all medical/health visits, the following is proposed:

1. Identify and validate a set of functional outcomes measures that can be readily adapted to all treatment protocols and included as part of the medical/health record.
2. Incorporate functional assessments/measurements into medical training as soon as feasible to leverage the surge of the number of physicians-in-training.
3. Better align incentives for all health care providers to assure adequate functional measurement.
4. Engage employers, insurers, and policy makers as to the value of and need for functional measurement in all medical/health care.
5. Establish systems to collect data to help quantify the incremental impact of a greater focus on functional assessments, and to utilize such data for continual improvement.

CONCLUSION

The health and productivity of the US workforce has become a vital policy issue, with a significant impact on the nation’s future. Each year, millions of American workers develop health problems that may temporarily or permanently remove them from the workforce, and a variety of demographic, economic and health trends are exacerbating the impact of national work disability rates. The loss of function, whether temporary or permanent, has enormous costs for the individual as well as society as a whole.

The nation’s current approach to disability management has focused on addressing the problem via patient care that is largely based on the use of clinical process measures. In today’s dynamic and fast-changing environment, this singular focus has limitations that could be addressed by assimilating the tenets of functionally based care alongside such measures. Functionally based care complements clinical process measures by adding a strong emphasis on long-term outcomes and seeking to return patients to work and the activities of everyday living as expeditiously as possible. This approach has demonstrated significant multiple-level benefits for patients, physicians, employers, the national economy, and society in general.

At the core of this strategy are tenets long-practiced by the nation’s OEM providers and widely adopted within its workers’ compensation system. Through a care approach that focuses on evidence-based, functional outcomes, OEM and workers’ compensation have demonstrated the ability to return individuals to work, to maximize their capabilities and ability to function to their fullest, and to be contributing members of society. It is time to transition these well-established, successful tenets of care to mainstream medicine.

To achieve this goal, functionally based care must become more widely assimilated into the protocols of all treating physicians—requiring the expansion of disability management and prevention training in medical school curricula and in continuing medical education. Standardization and consistent use of tools for measuring functional outcomes will be needed and new standards and guidelines established and disseminated. In addition, the precepts and benefits of functionally based care must be understood and utilized by payers, employers, policymakers, and other stakeholders in health care. Incentives and systems will need structural adjustments, designed to promote the value of this new approach to care.

A 2013 Harvard Business Review article on health care noted that the overarching goal for providers as well as every other stakeholder must be improving value for patients, where value is defined as the health outcomes achieved that matter to patients relative to the cost of achieving those outcomes. Improving value requires either improving one or more outcomes without raising costs or lowering costs without compromising outcomes, or both. There is a clear value in patient-care based on functional outcomes and the time is right to begin assimilating this well-established, results-oriented approach more widely into the US health care system.
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